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 Early Las Vegas Digital Project 
 Background on project 
 Version 1—Used MARC Records 
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Topics of Discussion 
 Deciding on which Dublin Core 
field names to use 
 Deciding what goes in which field 
and setting up the template with 
default values 
 Working with controlled vocabulary 
 Entering, checking, uploading, and 
changing the metadata 
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Dublin Core Field 
Names 
 Had to use Mountain West Digital 
Library guidelines 
 Made up table of fields 
 Entered field names and properties 
in Contentdm 
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Default Values and Data 
Dictionary 
 Writing data dictionary 
 Setting up default values for 
template 
 Writing instruction sheet for 
entering metadata 
 Working with controlled vocabulary 
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 Checking and uploading records 
 Adding to controlled vocabulary 
 Editing records after posting to the 
server 
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Comparison of MARC 
and Dublin Core 
 Dublin Core easier for non-
catalogers to use 
 MARC has more fields to convey 
information 
 Still need authority control at least 
within project 
12/14/2011 
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B23278080             Last updated: 06-28-01 Created: 06-27-01 Revision: 2 
 01 LANG:           04 COPIES: 1       06 BCODE1: m       08 BCODE3: - 
 02 SKIP: 0         05 CAT DA:06-27-01 07 BCODE2: k       09 COUNTRY: nvu 
 03 LOCATION: unls 
 10 001     46957612 
 11 005     20010627151309.0 
 12 007     kh b-- 
 13 008     010516s1911    nvunnn e          kn    dnkmIa 
 14 040     UNL|cUNL 
 15 043     n-us-nv 
 16 049     UNLS 
 17 099     0001 0107 N2G 
 18 245  00 [Railroad cottages, Las Vegas|h[graphic] 
 19 246  1  San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad employees' homes 
 20 260     |c1911 
 21 300     1 negative :|bb&w ;|c4 x 5 cm 
 22 500     From the Ferron Bracken Collection 
 23 500     Title supplied by cataloger  
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Summary of Role of 
Librarian in Metadata 
 Need librarians to help choose 
metadata fields 
 Librarians choose what goes into 
fields 
 Librarians provide authority control 
and quality control 
